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John Nikas

Award-Winning Motoring Historian

John Nikas is an award-winning motoring historian who has authored more than a dozen books on various automotive topics and currently writes monthly columns for several magazines located around the world, including
three for Kelsey Publications in the United Kingdom. A recipient of the Montagu of Beaulieu Trophy, Denise
McCluggage and Sedgwick Awards and first runner-up for the Mercedes-Benz Award, his books have reached
the top of the Amazon sales rankings (for automotive books) on seven separate occasions and been recognised

BADASS

as Book of the Month by Octane, Classic & Sports Car and The Automobile.
His books have debuted four times at the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance® Chairman’s Dinner and the individuals he has collaborated with comprise an Automotive Who’s Who, including the Duke of Richmond, Alain
d’Cadenet, Denise McCluggage, Bob Tullius, Norm Dewis, Jackie Oliver, Bruce Meyer, David Sydorick, Bruce McCaw, John Mozart, Sir Michael Kadoorie, Bill Warner, Gordon Murray, Gerry Coker, Ralph Gilles, Stewart Reed,
Robert Cumberford, Graham Robson, Fred Simeone, Keith Martin, Wayne Carini, Don Nichols, Trevor Southgate,
Tom Matano, Henrik Fisker, Franz von Holzhausen, Louis de Fabribeckers and Andrea Zagato.

Bruce Meyer | John Nikas
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| Introduction by Ralph Gilles | Epilogue by Ed Welburn
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Award-Winning Motoring Historian

Raised in an enthusiast’s household, John cleaned oil spots, double-clutched and diagnosed electrical gremlins

In demand as an emcee, featured speaker and guest panelist, John has

from a young age. These skills served him well during a prolific vintage racing career that saw him obtain an FIA

made special appearances at The Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance®

Professional Competition License, compete as a paid driver at major international vintage events, collect multi-

Forum, The Motorsports Gathering at the Quail, ArtCenter College of

ple class championships in the United States and receive several individual racing awards (including recognition

Design, Simeone Museum, Blackhawk Collection, Greenwich Concours,

as VARA’s Best British Racing Driver and the Participant’s Choice Trophy from the Automobile Club Brescia).

Petersen Museum, Checkered Flag 200, Hampton Court Palace Concours
of Elegance, London Concours, Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion,
The Goodwood Revival and Festival of Speed, and was inducted into the
Speaker’s Hall of Fame for the Madison Avenue Sports Car Driving and
Chowder Society (MASCDCS) in New York City. He has been featured in
television segments seen on ABC, BBC, CBS, NBC, Sky Sports, Fox News,
L’Equipe, MotorTrend and Velocity.
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JOHN NIKAS
> Born into a family that cherished the Sacred Octagon, John has
dedicated his life to British sports cars. Based in the USA, he owns and
races examples from various marques, has written numerous books and
articles, and helped create the British Sports Car Hall of Fame.

Automotive archaeology
An unexpected
desert detour
reminded me
that undiscovered
treasures are
waiting for us to
uncover them...

[ COMMENt ]

JOHN
NIKAS
mode r n i s som eti m e s b ette r
It started out as many of my
driving adventures have – with precious
little preparation, but with an ambitious
goal to use a British sports car to
get from one point to another several
hundred miles away. In this particular
case, the basic plan was to pick up a
recently purchased 1957 triumph tr3
from the seller in Las Vegas, Nevada,
and then drive across the desert back
to southern California.
after arriving at the seller’s shop
shortly after dawn (which allowed me
to depart before the onset of really
blistering temperatures), I checked
the various fluids and tyre pressures.
the car had recently benefitted from a
cosmetic restoration and mechanical
freshening, leaving me confident that
the trip could be completed without
too much drama. after reaching the
motorway and stepping on the throttle
to pass slower traffic, I revelled in the
crisp exhaust note, and was pleasantly
surprised with the engine, which was a
replacement unit from a tr4 with some
modest performance upgrades.
unfortunately, the temperature gauge
soon stopped working, but I pushed
on despite ambient conditions around
27°C, resolving to maintain a close
watch on the oil pressure to warn me if
anything was amiss under the bonnet.
Without the benefit of overdrive,
I kept the cruising speed to a tick
under 70mph, which put me around
3600rpm, at least according to the
wildly fluctuating rev counter.

things went well until the fuel gauge
decided to join its temperature-sensing
colleague on holiday. Not wanting to
risk running out of petrol, I stopped to
fill up the tank, taking a moment to grab
a cup of coffee and check the oil level.
Back on the road things continued
fine for the first few miles, but then the
engine shuddered and the gear knob
popped off the lever and struck me on
the head. thankfully, I had shut off the
ignition when the first vibration struck
and eventually the tr3 coasted to a
halt on the hard shoulder.
things looked normal under the
bonnet, but the fact I had felt noticeable
shaking and the whole knob incident
caused me to fear that the gearbox
had packed it in. after some basic
diagnostic steps like attempting to
engage the clutch and shift into gear,
it was clear that the problem was more
serious than could be dealt with on
the side of the road, so I pulled out my
mobile and ordered a tow.
as I sat waiting for help to arrive, I
went through a mental list of friends
who might have a used transmission
available and started to make some
calls. alas, every potential candidate
had just installed, sold or simply thrown
out a gearbox that would have met
my needs, leading me to think about
alternatives. a friend in the local club
offers a toyota five-speed conversion
kit for every tr model, but the prospect
never excited me much until I found
myself stranded there on the verge.

“ things continued fine for the first few
miles, but then the engine shuddered and
the gear knob popped off the lever and
struck me on the head ”
20
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spotted several MGs while
driving around Phoenix,
Arizona in my rental car,
en route to a popular
rally that canvassed the entire
state, including a stop at the Grand
Canyon, and some time spent on the
remaining stretches of old Route 66.
Immediately, I headed for the
next exit and drove around the local
surface streets until locating what
had attracted my attention from the
elevated roadway. When travelling
away from home, some people visit
art museums or shopping malls,
while others take in established
tourist Meccas like San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Bridge or London’s
Buckingham Palace. I tend to hunt
down British sports cars, revelling in

I

JOHN NIKAS
A Triumph enthusiast from a young age,
John has written several books on the
marque and campaigned a number of
examples in vintage racing. He also helped
create the British Sports Car Hall of Fame.

as a true anorak, my heart cringes
at the thought of an imposter hiding
underneath the tunnel, but as a driver
who covers thousands of miles every
year in very old cars, there’s no doubt
that the basic idea has merit.
after a long tow back to Las Vegas
where the seller and I conducted a
thorough postmortem, it appeared
that the flywheel bolts had been over
tightened at some time, leading to
their eventual failure. With a cracked
bellhousing and damage to the input
shaft and gears, it was clear that a
replacement gearbox, either vintage
or modern, would have to be sourced
before the car could return to the road.
over the course of the next several
days I exhausted every possible lead on
an original unit, finding none available
at any reasonable price. accepting the
inevitable, I began to dream about fully
synchromesh gear changes and relaxed
motorway cruising. Before too long I
had sourced a used transmission from
a Lexus sC and bought the kit to adapt
it to the triumph engine. remarkably,
the installation went off without a
hitch, and from the outside everything
appears as it was originally, especially
since I managed to make the original
knob fit on the thicker shift lever.
While certainly an expensive
proposition, it is probably the last time
that the gearbox will ever need further
attention during my lifetime and that
– along with the increased reliability
and better flexibility – is worth the
expenditure at the end of the day. after
all, isn’t the goal to make our cars more
driveable? I’ll see you on the road.

www.triumph-world.co.uk

ABOVE: An MGB, Midget, and even a TR6, await the chance to return to the road.

the chance to visit restoration shops
or even the odd example abandoned
in a field. You could describe me as
an automotive archaeologist, always
eager to uncover the motoring past
at every possible opportunity.
It turns out that I had stumbled
upon a small garage that has
operated from the same location, near
the city’s airport, for decades. After
mutual introductions the proprietor
allowed me to look around, satisfying

LOOKING AT THE MGS IN ARIZONA I
REALISED THAT EVERY CAR NEEDS A CHAMPION,
SOMEONE WHO CAN SEE PAST ITS PRESENT
CONDITION AND VISUALISE THE FUTURE
28 MGE JUNE 2019

vehicles that sat in the forecourt in
various states of disassembly. Many
would instantly deride the scene as
nothing more than an automotive
scrapyard, albeit one rendered on
a smaller scale, but I wondered
about the events that conspired
to condemn these once treasured
vehicles to such a forlorn state.
Had their original owners lacked
the funds to have these cars
properly repaired? Had they found
their way to this motoring version
of an elephant graveyard after an
accident or catastrophic mechanical
failure? Perhaps it was something
simple like an inoperable fuel pump
or an electrical gremlin? I once
helped resurrect a Midget that
had been stored in a garage for
almost 40 years, where it had slowly
disappeared under a growing pile of
boxes. After extracting the hapless
vehicle, it turns out that the water
pump had failed (we found the original
mechanical diagnosis from 1971)
and the owner had declined to have it
repaired, choosing instead to use it as
a shelf for various home goods. By the
time that his daughter inherited the
house and car, it had become part of
the scenery, an eyesore for the entire
family, but not so much a distraction
that it moved them to action.
Not until I passed by, when walking
the dog, and recognised that the
small portion of rear bumper that
remained visible was an MG, did

my curiosity at such an unusual find.
Whilst some of the cars present
were receiving routine maintenance
and repairs, others seemed to have
been cast aside, perhaps awaiting
restoration or eventual sale. Several
appeared remarkably complete,
although obviously scavenged for
parts needed to put other cars back on
the road. Despite their open storage,
unprotected from the elements, the
dry desert climate had apparently
held the ravages of rust at bay, leaving
them in a better state than one could
hope for under the circumstances.
Abingdon’s post-war past was
scattered around the yard, laid bare
under the blazing desert sun. A TD
was tucked away in a corner of the
main building, better sheltered than
its more modern siblings. A trio of
MGAs, all in good condition, was
receiving normal repairs; the same
for most of the Midgets and MGBs.
Most interesting, however, were the
www.mgenthusiast.com

ABOVE: Body panels and engine blocks stored for eventual use in future projects.

the family recall that a once vibrant
car rested beneath all the junk
in the garage. After some hasty
negotiations, they allowed me to
have the car on the condition that I
empty out all the surrounding trash
and pay to have it hauled away. A fair
deal all around despite three days of
hard work and an unexpected brush
with a rat the size of a small dog.
Looking at the MGs in Arizona
I realised that every car needs
a champion, someone who can
see past its present condition and
visualise the future, restored to their

original splendour or improved with
modern enhancements to make
them better than ever before. The
cars before me represented untold
potential, a true find for someone
with the skills, resources and time
to put them back in regular use.
There are likely thousands of similar
cars out there awaiting discovery
on both sides of the Atlantic.
Do you have what it takes to
resurrect a forgotten MG? It may be
the perfect opportunity to bond with
the past and build a better future,
one with more MGs on the road.
JN

Awaiting maintenance
and repair, some better
cared for examples sit
under the desert sun.

www.mgenthusiast.com
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Book of the month
HEALEY: THE MEN AND THE MACHINES

‘The photographs are as
captivating as the words,
including one of the
streamliner in action taken
from the chase plane’

Buick Riviera
Veloce’s Those were
the days… books
follow a familiar
formula: pictureheavy, square-format
paperbacks that give
an overview of a particular model rather than
an exhaustive reference. This latest edition,
covering the 1963-’73 classic-era Rivieras, is
no exception, but is a welcome arrival for a
model that is little-covered in the UK. Quality
photography is backed up by plenty of
intriguing archive, and there’s a useful history
lesson before model year changes are explained,
as well as a look at custom models. AC

£15.99 Norm Mort, Veloce. ISBN 9781787113565

Many a book has been penned on the topic of
Donald Healey and the vehicles he built, but few can
match the breadth and depth of this 326-page epic.
Author John Nikas begins with a detailed
background of Healey’s early life, including a
fascinating insight into his experience of WW1 –
Healey received a medical discharge from the
Royal Flying Corps following a crash that knocked
him unconscious. This chapter is beautifully
illustrated with interesting period photographs,
such as that from the National WW1 Museum
demonstrating the type of ambulance carriage that
would have brought the wounded airman across
the Channel. From there, Nikas charts Healey’s
ownership of Red House Garage in his home town of
Perranporth, via a business set up with his brother
building wireless receivers and speakers, and his
later forays into motorsport.
Delving deep into the Donald Healey Collection’s
image library, the quality of photographs impresses.
Highlights include Healey preparing for the 1931
Rallye Monte-Carlo by putting his Invicta S-type
through its paces on the beach at Perranporth.
Also covered in some detail is Healey’s time at
Triumph and his leading role in the Dolomite project
– the magnificent straight-eight roadster inspired
by the all-conquering Alfa Romeo 8C. Again, Nikas
leans heavily on the Healey Collection’s archive
material, with myriad images ranging from close-up

Jaguar
From the thick
paper to the lavish
production, The Art
of the Automobile is
clearly a coffee-table
tome. ‘The definitive
history’, however,
might be a stretch.
The text is light, with
errors and omissions – such as a full-page shot
of a Mk2 illustrating the chapter on the Mk1.
The images are mainly from the press office, yet
some are used large and superbly reproduced.
Not perfect, but £40 doesn’t look expensive. AC
£40 Zef Enault and Nicolas Heidet, Mitchell
Beazley. ISBN 9781784726171

shots of the Dolomite’s beautifully formed eightbranch exhaust manifold to a note congratulating
Healey on his Monte success, featuring a brilliant
caricature and the signatures of Super Seven
designer Arthur Sykes and Dolomite stylist Frank
Warner, among others. The top-quality imagery
continues with a shot of the Duncan Drone on two
wheels at an airfield circuit, its nonplussed driver
sporting a button-up shirt, tie and trilby, while
the photo of Healey posing by a sign spotted
on a fact-finding mission to the States in ’48 –
‘Bald Knob’ – couldn’t help but raise a smile.
The 100 receives a 30-page chapter outlining
everything from the earliest sketches (sourced
from the James and Gail Smalley Collection) to the
model’s debut at the 1955 London Motor Show.
The other Big Healeys and the ‘Frogeye’ Sprite and
its later variants both get 30 pages, too, all covered
to the same level of detail and well illustrated.
One of the most enticing chapters deals with
Healey’s pursuit of speed, charting early outings at
Jabbeke for the Elliott and the 100 at Bonneville in
1953, and the out-of-this-world 1954 streamliner
penned by Gerry Coker. Again, the photographs are
as captivating as the words, including one of the
streamliner in action taken from the twin-engined
chase plane (the first aircraft couldn’t keep up!).
Thorough appendices cover Healey’s competition
record and results, SCCA National Championships,
speed and distance records, production figures and
vehicle specifications, with five pages dedicated to
Healey’s requirements for performance and its
withdrawal from European motor races in 1954.
This stands among the best-researched and most
accurate accounts of Healey’s life and machines –
all the more remarkable given its ability to engage
the reader. The images could have been given a bit
more room to breathe, perhaps. The opposite is
true of the text, which takes its time and is very
thorough. An indulgent history of the best type. GM
£50 John Nikas with Gerry Coker, Herridge &
Sons. ISBN 9781906133825

Birth of the

Ducktail
STORY BY JOHN NIKAS
PHOTOS BY MICHAEL FURMAN AND FROM PORSCHE AG

The Sound
of Supercars
The acid test of The
Sound of Supercars: a
10-month-old baby –
though it’s aimed at three-years-plus. It did the
trick, bringing smiles with every press of a
button. The board pages are hard-wearing, the
buttons perhaps less so. There’s a variety of
cars, from Morgan 3 Wheeler to Tesla, via
Aston DB5 and modern sports and supercars.
The words might not sink in for a few years yet,
but this is a great way to give the next generation
of enthusiasts a nudge in the right direction. JP

£12.99 AC Pinnington and CS Buckingham, Cobalt
Fortress. ISBN 9781908489432
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John Nikas

His signature accomplishment in motorsports is an against all odds overall win at the Mille Miglia North America
Tribute, which was featured in a special that appeared on the Bravo Channel. Among the vehicles that he has
competed in around the world are examples from AC, Alfa Romeo, Austin-Healey, Chevrolet, Crossle, Datsun,
Ferrari, Ford, Healey, Invicta, Jaguar, Lotus, MG, Porsche, Sunbeam and Triumph.
One of the most respected voices in the automotive space, John has advised several manufacturers including
Aston Martin, Chrysler, Dodge, Mazda, Mercedes-Benz and Ruf. He has also served as the Special Projects Coordinator and Director of Communications for Moss Motors, the world’s oldest and largest retailer of restoration
parts for classic cars. Awarded the Moss Chairman’s Award for his work, John is also the founder of the British
Sports Car Hall of Fame and remains the chairman of its selection committee, serving alongside Bill Warner, Ken
Gross, Fred Hammond, Fred Simeone, Donald Osborne, Wayne Carini and David Lillywhite.
He is the Co-Executive Director of Hagerty’s Madison Avenue Sports Car Driving and Chowder Society and Portfolio Manager for The Chase, LLC (Wayne Carini’s merchandising and branding entity), while also acting as the Automotive Engagement Ambassador for Hemmings and consulting for several other influential automotive clients.
An active member of the classic car community on both sides of the Atlantic, John continues to work with a
number of major collectors in helping them better appreciate their existing holdings or assisting in new vehicle
acquisitions. Dedicated to ensuring the hobby’s vibrancy for future generations of automotive enthusiasts, he
is eager to talk about cars with anyone who will listen, which often includes random spectators at events he
attends. Don’t be afraid to approach him, he loves to chat.

Award-Winning Motoring Historian
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Some Critical Praise
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The Face of Change: Portraits of Automotive Evolution (Coachbuilt Press)

Healey: The Men and Machines (Herridge & Sons)

“John Nikas, along with a large supporting cast of experts, uses the book

“The best story, by far, of the history of the marque.”

to teach a seminar on the mechanical, historical and aesthetic forces that
have changed the face of automobiles. It’s a scholarly, smart and readable
journey.”
–Sports Car Market

–Marque
“This stands as the best-researched and most accurate account of Healey’s
life and machines – all the more remarkable given its ability to engage
the reader. The images could have been given a bit more room to breathe,
perhaps. The opposite is true of the text, which takes its time and is very

Lord Almighty: Earl Howe’s Mercedes-Benz S-Type (Coachbuilt Press)
“I had a chance to show the book to HRH Prince Michael and he was most
impressed with it … It is just fantastic! The fabulous photographs and the
words presented so beautifully have created one of the finest books that I
have ever seen!”
–Bruce McCaw

thorough. An indulgent history of the best type.”
–Classic & Sports Car
“This book is clearly a historical matter of record rather than a mere
distraction; it is far from the glossy coffee-table overview that has become
the norm. Actually, it is a masterwork … The result, and it bears saying
again, is brilliant … I’d buy it all over again.”
–Octane
“Exhaustive without being exhausting, Healey is the insider’s look … Nikas

Rule Britannia: When British Sports Cars Saved a Nation

has done a deep dive on Healey, and the payoff comes on every page … Well

(Coachbuilt Press)

worth it.”

“A gearhead’s paradise!”

“One of the best and brightest academic minds in
the automotive space.”
–Sports Car Market

–Sports Car Market
–AutoWeek

“John Nikas has written a sumptuous tome”
–Classic Cars (UK)
“Exhaustively researched and written in an easy-flowing but authoritative

Triumph TR: From 20TS to TR6 (Amberley)
“Well-balanced and informative text.”
–The Automobile

style.”
–Motoring Classics
“John Nikas’ 300-pager on how the sports car saved our post-war motor

The Jaguar XKs: The Pace-setters from Coventry (Amberley)

industry sounds like a winner from the off – and it is. The quality of writing

“One of the best-written and entertaining marque histories we have ever

and photo reproduction are excellent.”

read.”
–Classic & Sports Car

–Classic & Sports Car (NL)

“This book is a tour-de-force of an important period of national, motoring
and racing history. One of the best and entertaining books on a dramatic
time.”
–Victory Lane
“Nikas’s writing style is authoritative and his careful research shows
through.”
–Classic Motorsports
“Reading Nikas’ detailed, easy-to-read prose about the cars I knew in my
very soul were the center of automobile culture, was simple joy … Clearly a
labor of love from someone with the skills of a detective and the soul of a
historian.”
–Sports Car Market

Badass (Coachbuilt Press)
One of the most surprising automotive books to come down the road in
recent years… Not to be missed.
–The Chase

